
Radiatio므 Iherapy: Quali土y Contro1 Equipment

o CTAνIUS
Detector 729 刀⊃P
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Feat1λres

闊 outstanding detector and Inatrix design :

729 vented cubic ion chalnbers, unifbrlnly arranged

on a 27 cm x 27 cln Inatrix

簧 Largest 且eld coverage with 2916 nleasurelnent points

(VdriSon Merge)

歆 Pioneering ionization chalnber array, 且at and light—

weight (5●4 kg)

斃 Gold Standard ionization chalnber technology

闊 Absolute dose calibration at 60Co

薨 one detector — Hlultiple applications

薨 Suitable for proton and heavy ion beaⅡ 1s

The OCT'Aν ㄲUS detector 729XDR is a neㄱN concept ofan ion

chalnber Inatrix in a plane fbr patient plan veri且cation
and quality control in radiation therapyo Utilizing ion

chalnbers avoids radiation def↔ cts, the Inajor drawback of

solid— state detectors●  The vented plane— parallel ion chaln—

bers are 5 mm x 5 mm x 3 mlrl in size, and the center— to—

center spaclng is 10 mH1●  工n total thele are located 729
chambers in a Inatrix of 27 x 27, providing a Hlaxinlum

且eld size of 27 cm x 27 cm●  The array is only 22 Inm ∏at

and 5● 4 kg light●  Due to the square chamber technology

the array can be moved 5 nlnl to close the gaps between

chambers●  By shifting the array 3 tilnes the whole area is

covered● The number of measuring points can be
increased t0 2916●  The OCT'AVIUS detector 729 Xυ P can be

used in a 且at phantom or in the octagonal phantom

o CTAⅥUS ● oCTAVIUS detector 729 DR is comp atible with

the PTW software●

order모 ng Inforlnat요 on

L981998 oCT'AⅥ US Detector 729 ,α )R

T40054 0CAⅥUS Phantom
s070009 VdriSoft sof’tware

s070011 MultiCheck soRware

s080032 BeamAdUust software

Inhomogeneity
Phantoln
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Featllres

歆 Inserts are mimicking tissue, bone, lung

羲 Dose measurement with ionization chambeη

filH1 0r OCTAⅥ US Detector 729

膾 Inserts Flt into a slab phantoln

The IMRT Inhomogeneity Phantoln is used to veriry basic

data of a radiotherapy treatment planning systeln (TPS).

The corrections of the TPS fbr inhorlilogeneities are veri—

且ed by the phantom●

The 工MRT Inholnogeneity Phantoln is composed of a base

plate and FIve inserts of four diff는 rent materials. Three

inserts are mimicking inhoHlogeneities in the hulnan body

(1 x bone, 1 x tissue, 1 x lung)●  Two inserts are Πlade of
aclylic glass (PMMA).

The phantom can be placed on the bottoln part of the

Universal IMRT phantoln T40020●  1 ●010 fbr use with F11H1

0r ionization chalnbers or on the OCT'AⅥ US Detector 729

0r it can be placed on a 30 cnl x 30 cm slab phantom●

The size of the Inholnogeneity Phantom is 30 cHl x BO cm

x 2● 5 cln●  The inserts can be exchanged according to the

users requirements. The 工MRT 工nhomogeneity Phantom
is not a CT test phanton1●  The HounsFleld units of the

phantom IIlust be deterlrlined by a CT scan●

orderlng 工nfbrmat요 on

T400B7 工nholnogeneity Phantom

〉 IMRT Universal Phantom ραℓe 6I
▷ oCT'AVIUS Detector 729 ραℓe Ξ 7
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